In the crowd security research area a primary concern is to identify and control the transitions of the crowd motions. The order parameter and the entropy as a measure of order and disorder respectively, are essential parameters in this research area.
I. INTRODUCTION
OLLECTIVE motion has typical features in different systems [1] - [2] . From the point of statistical physics these could be considered as "universality class" or major type of behavioral patterns. Pattern recognition of crowd behaviors is essential for early-warning in public safety emergency response.
Vicsek [2] proposed five fundamental types of collective motion: i) disordered (particles moving in random directions); ii) fully ordered (particles moving in the same direction); iii) rotational (within a rectangular or circular area); vi) critical (flocks of all sizes moving coherently in different directions, and the whole system is very sensitive to perturbations); v) quasi-long range velocity correlations (for elongated particles). In this study, the disordered and fully ordered motions were considered since they represent the two most typical statuses.
There are two categories of crowd analysis models. One considers the pedestrian as a close system, and the other takes the crowd as an open system which can exchange information and energy with outside environment. A. Crowd motion system as a close system Physical models and statics methods have been reported to study the crowd motion as a close system. Dirk Helbing [3] proposed a social force model to analyze pedestrian dynamics. The motion of pedestrians can be described as they would be subject to "social forces". Psychology factors were also added in simulating crowd dynamic features [4] , which propel his social force model to be more practical. Xue zhibin [7] concluded several Attractive/Repulsive force model in his thesis. Viscek developed the self-driven particles model [2] , [5] - [6] , which is another physical model used for crowd motions. In this model, particles are driven by a constant absolute velocity. At each time step, it was assumed the particles average direction of motion in their neighborhood were equipped with random perturbation. The order parameter of the particles was also calculated.
Statics models are used for the detection of abnormal motions or crowd disasters. Dirk Helbing [9] studied several physical parameters, like speed, density, flow, pressure etc, to predict the crowd disaster, describe the transition from laminar to stop-and-go status and investigate the turbulent flow. He studied the relationship between the speed and density, flow and density, and the distribution of density and speed. Cao [10] also adopt the kinetic energy to detect anomaly motions. Vijay Mahadevan [11] proposed that temporal anomalies are equated to events of low-probability, while spatial anomalies are handled using discriminate saliency. Borislav Antic [12] presented a probabilistic model that localized abnormalities using statistical inference. Louis Kratz [13] presented a novel statistical framework for modeling the local spatio-temporal motion pattern behavior of extremely crowded scenes. Ramin Mehran [8] calculated the social force based on velocity and adopt LDA model to detect the abnormal behaviors. Haines [14] presented Delta-dual hierarchical dirichlet processes which was similar to LDA. Andrade1 [15] and Marco Bertin [16] also adopt statics methods to detect anomaly. In summary, the statics research was mainly focused on using physical parameters to predict the public moving trend and to describe the public motion, however the external artificial force was not considered in these cases, which were often and essential in mass incidents analysis.
B. Crowd motion system as an open system
Crowd motion was assumed as an open system in two fundamental research aspects: the dissipative structure theory developed by Prigogine [25] and the synergetics developed by Haken [26] , which focused on entropy and the order-parameter research respectively. In thermodynamics, entropy is a measure of the number of specific ways in which a thermodynamic system may be arranged, commonly understood as a measure of disorder. According to the second law of thermodynamics the entropy of an isolated system never decreases; such systems spontaneously evolve towards thermodynamic equilibrium, configured with the maximum entropy. Systems which are not isolated may decrease in entropy. The order parameter is a measure of the degree of order across the boundaries in a phase transition system; it normally ranges between zero in one phase (usually above the critical point) and nonzero in the other.
Robert [19] concluded that the entropy theory established the information theory foundation and inspired modern age of ergodic theory. Entropy theory provides key information to describe the long-term behavior of the random process. Feng [20] discussed the features of Boltzmann"s entropy theory log s k w  as well as the Shannon"s information entropy and analyzed the stationary status of motion. Wang [21] analyzed the entropy and the order format in details to show that the entropy is the indicator of chaos. Vijay P. Singh [22] broadened the entropy application in prediction and decision support. Saira Saleem Pathan [17] calculated the social entropy and used the Support Vector Machines to detect crowd behaviors. Luo [18] studied the evolution of mass emergency based on the entropy concept.
However, it is difficult to provide control measurements from outside if studying the crowd motions system as a close system, despite its capability of detecting the anomaly. Meanwhile, it is more realistic if the crowd motion system is studied as an open system. But the crowd behavior entropy was not calculated in above researches, and the relationship between the entropy, the force, and the order status in crowd motions is not clear, which were essential in describing the crowd motion and predicting the crowd behaviors, The crowd motion system was assumed as an open system in this study. The velocity of each pedestrian was calculated, and the social behavior entropy model for the whole system was constructed. The forces among pedestrians and the external social force which means inducting minus entropy to control the crowd motions were analyzed. The relationships between the crowd phase transitions, entropy and force were investigated.
This work establishes the first effort on creating the crowd behavior entropy model, also analyzing the sudden transition of the crowd based on the social entropy theory. The criterion of crowd order status is developed based on the investigations. The main contributions of this study are: 1) amending social force model by inducting external social force to simulate crowd motions; 2) constructing social behavior entropy model to identify the phase transition of crowd motions; 3) confirming the correlation between social entropy and order parameter; 4) defining the correlation between the social behavior entropy and the external social force.
II. METHODOLOGY
In this study, first Dirk Helbing"s social force model [3, 4] was refined to simulate the crowd dynamic behaviors and provide data support for the crowd behavior entropy model. Second a crowd behavior entropy model based on the Shannon"s Information Entropy Theory [23] was created to depict mass behavior in three typical social statuses. Last the order parameter model was modified to verify the created entropy model and to evaluate the crowd order level.
A. Refined social force model
The social force model [3] - [4] established the fundament to simulate crowd motions in this study. In this model, the movement of every agent is governed by the sum of all social forces acted on, in close analogy to classical mechanics. So, for example as agents get close to one another they start to repel with each other. The same happens for agent-obstacle interaction. At the same time, agent is attracted tothe target and is successively drawn towards it, if permitted.
Here Dirk Helbing social force model was amended:
While R ij f denotes the repulse force between the ith pedestrian and jth pedestrian, We simplified Dirk Helbing model using the fact that pedestrian-pedestrian interactions are governed by the exponential repelling of one another. The repulsive force is described as:
(2) While A and B are constants. The attractive force is also simplified： The drive to each pedestrian"s desired object is described as the attraction force:
While id r denotes the distance between the target and the pedestrian.
The external social force (attractive force) is described as 
B. Crowd behavior entropy model
Proposed crowd behavior entropy model is inspired by Shannon"s Information Entropy Theory [23] . The crowd motion is considered as a macroscopic synergetic system. Each of the N pedestrians i in the system has velocity () i vt. The magnitude of () i vt is divided equally into m parts, and the direction of () i vt is divided equally into n parts from 0 to 360 degrees. If the velocity is the only known parameter in the system, one may try to complete the statistic information, at least on the probability distribution xy p over states C (m, n).
Assume that the probability distribution is normalized as
The "states space" of the system is m multiply n.
The velocity entropy S is described as: 
The key problem is the determination of the xy p in the velocity field. Barbara Krausz [24] depicted a 2D-histogram about motion direction and magnitude for velocity vectors, which inspires the appropriate way to calculate xy p . Let ( , ) H x y denotes the counts of pedestrians with velocity in the xth intervals of magnitude and the yth intervals of direction. So, the probability is:
xy H x y p N  (7) N is the number of pedestrians. The range of x is from 1 to m, and the range of y is from 1 to n.
The social behavior entropy of the whole system is the summary of all entropy in every stage. The social behavior entropy is applied to determine the velocity field certainty thus leads to reliable measurement of system behaviors.
C. Modified Order Parameter T.Vicsek [2] proposed the order parameter to describe the kinetic phase transition from disordered to fully ordered and vice versa. They studied in detail the nature of this transition by determining the absolute value of the average normalized velocity
where v is the absolute velocity, which means distance of the particle between two updating. They choose v =0.03 in the whole simulation process. However, the velocities ( i v ) of the particles were changed at each time step by random distributed directions . By contrast, it is considered that each particle has different velocity in x direction ( ix v ) and y direction ( iy v ). We denote the average velocity as v : 
The modified order parameter is: 
III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
To testify whether the entropy is the indicator of crowd patterns and the relation between entropy, order parameter and physical force, two of five fundamental collective motions which Vicsek [2] proposed were chosen. Two experiments were designed to simulate these collective motions respectively, all of which are based on the refined social force model. First the crowd was assumed in a close system with random independent targets, so a disordered system was built and analyzed. Second the crowd initially had separate individual target, then a far away common target was settled, which all particles were moving toward and large external social force was produced. The crowd motion has a phase transition from disordered motion to the fully ordered motion. Entropy, order parameter, and other related physical parameters were analyzed in every simulation.
A. Disordered motion
The crowd motion system is considered as a close system without any artificial external force. Each pedestrian approaches his desired object which is randomly allocated from the beginning. Each pedestrian has a different object. Figure 1 shows the social force simulation of N=100 pedestrians moving in random directions in the will change as pedestrian approach his desired object. Fig.1(a) shows the 10th iteration velocity field. The x, y-coordinate denotes the pedestrian location in x and y directions respectively. Arrows represent pedestrian speeds directions. It also shows each pedestrian has different velocity direction and magnitude. Fig. (1b) is the snapshot of the 10th iteration force field. The x, y-coordinate denotes the pedestrian" location in x and y direction respectively. Red arrows represent attractive force and blue arrows represent repulsive force. The attractive force and repulsive force of each pedestrian show different direction and magnitude at each time. Fig. 1(c) shows that the entropy fluctuates from 3.30961 to 3.46579 over the period from iteration 1 to iteration 20 with rising tendency. In a close system, the random target settlement results in separate attractive forces in different directions and magnitudes. The repulsive forces vary as well during the particles movement since they increase exponentially when two particles go close. The repulsive forces lead to well-distributed velocities in all directions and magnitudes, thus the entropy is high, as depicted by Seira [17] : more uncertainty in the particle movement causes disordered status, thus higher entropy presented in the system. Fig. 1(d) shows that the order parameter fluctuates from 0.11502 to 0.22523 which are far smaller than 1, the mean is 0.17411 and the standard deviation is 0.02944. Order parameter defines the system order level by assessing the particles velocity vectors (as shown in Eqn.11). So low order parameter means highly disordered system which is contradict to the entropy evaluation.
There is a linear decreasing relationship between the entropy and the order parameter ( Fig. 1(e) ). The function is P 0.06 S 2.28     , (12) while P denotes the order parameter and S denotes the entropy.
Repulsive force is stronger than attractive force in the whole process ( Fig. 1(f) ). In the closed random system, the attractive force goes down eventually since the particles were moving forward to the targets. The repulsive force is constantly high because of the equation settlement in Eqn. 2
B. Transition analysis
The crowd motion system is considered as an open system and the external artificial force is inducted.
From the 1st iteration to the 9th iteration, N=100 pedestrians are simulated as moving in random directions in the area 200 200 m m  (same as case 3.1). At the 10th iteration, each pedestrian desired object was set to [300 300] which means a strong attractive force (artificial force) was added in the crowd system. Fig. 2(a) shows the velocity field of the simulation in the 10th iteration when the phase transition happened. The pedestrians were approaching the same object so the arrows were targeting the same far away object. Fig. 2(b) shows the force field of the simulation in the 10th iteration when the phase transition happened. The attractive force of each pedestrian points to the same object while repulsive force varies.
The entropy (Fig. 2(c) )fluctuates weakly from the 1st to the 9th iteration indicating the random disordered status, and then suddenly declines on the 10th iteration from 3.6058 to 2.60427 which reflects the phase transition from the disordered to the fully ordered status. The order parameter (Fig. 2(c) ) fluctuates from the 1th iteration to the 9th iteration, and correspondingly rises on the 10th iteration from 0.30114 to 0.92117. There is a decreasing (negative) relationship between the entropy and the order parameter.
Repulsive force (Fig. 2(d) ) is much stronger than attractive force from the 1st iteration to the 9th iteration. The attractive force is much stronger than the repulsive force in the 10th iteration and lasts to the end because of the external ratification.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this study, a social force model was refined to simulate the crowd dynamic behavior and provide data support for the social behavior entropy model, which was created based on the second law of thermodynamics and the information entropy theory, to represent and provide means to control the social crowd motion. The order parameter model was reconstructed to verify the created entropy model and to evaluate the crowd order level.
Simulated experiments were conducted on the typical disordered statuses, and on the situation containing the transition between the disordered to the fully ordered status. The experiment results show that in the disordered status: the social entropy increases, and high entropy means more disordered; the order parameter is small to near zero in the most disordered motion; the repulse force is stronger than attractive force; the relationship between the entropy and the order parameter is linear decrease.
Phase transition will occur when the entropy has a sudden change. Decisions could be made based on this to decide whether or not inducting the external force to prevent crowd disasters.
Naturally, one may want to find out the maximum/ minimum value of entropy in the future research. It is supposed that the moment entropy reaching the maximum will be the most disordered status or the equilibrium status, and the moment entropy gets the minimum will be the most ordered status or the nonequilibrium status. The entropy rate [19] describing the entropy value per time unit will show more details on the crowd motion features in our future research. All of the above research will make it more feasible to control and predict the crowd behaviors and thus to prevent crowd disasters. Fig 2 (d) Attractive force, repulsive force. In the period of disordered motion (1st to 9th iteration), the repulsive force is stronger than attractive force, while in the period of fully ordered motion, the attractive force is much stronger.
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